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Abstract 
This literature review investigates the risk factors for bone stress injuries that apply to collegiate 
distance runners. Collegiate distance runners demonstrate high incidence rates of this type of 
injury and can suffer from a loss of training time. It is important to review the risk factors that 
apply to these athletes in order to mitigate the time lost to injury and optimize training. PubMed 
and Google Scholar were searched for original articles pertaining to risk factors associated with 
bone stress injuries and/or stress fractures. Results from these original articles demonstrate that 
this injury has many risk factors including biomechanical, biological, and environmental factors. 
Collegiate distance runners need to be assessed on the basis of these risk factors so that they may 
mitigate their risk of bone stress injury and optimize their training time. This paper concludes 
with practical recommendations for collegiate distance runners to take into consideration that 
may decrease the risk of stress fracture. 
 
 
Introduction 
Bone stress injuries (BSI) are a common relative overload injury found in runners, 
military, and other sport populations where repetitive loads are experienced by the 
musculoskeletal system. Reports have shown that up to 20% of musculoskeletal injuries 
sustained by these populations are BSI 30,78. BSI is on a continuum of severities, beginning with 
stress reactions and progressing to stress fractures (SF) 107. Researchers suggest that although 
studies done on military populations have contributed to the understanding of this continuum of 
BSI and subsequent SF, collegiate distance runners are a population that needs to be assessed 
separately due to differences in training and other risk factors. Matheson et al. 2005 provided 
descriptive data from 320 cases of bone-scan positive stress fractures in athletes from different 
sports and found that 221 stress fractures were in runners (69%). Ardent et al. 2003 performed a 
retrospective review of SF in college athletes at a single institution between the years 1990 and 
1999 and found that cross country and distance runners had the highest rates of SF among all the 
sports studied. In a more recent study, Rizzone et al. 2017 studied rates of SF among NCAA 
athletes in 25 different sports between the years 2004 to 2014. Throughout this 10-year period, 
671 SF were reported and the highest rates of SF were found in women’s cross country and 
outdoor track and men’s cross country. This study also looked at restriction of participation in 
athletes who had a SF and found about two thirds of these athletes needed to miss 3 or more 
weeks of training. The high restriction of participation rates indicate that it is important to assess 
an athlete’s risk of SF to minimize time away from practice. The conclusions from these studies 
speculate that the repetitive, submaximal loading placed on the musculoskeletal system and 
increase the runner’s risk of SF 48.  
Popp et al. 2016 suggest that bone structure and anatomic alignment contribute 
significantly to a runner’s overall risk of SF 81. Milner et al. 2006 suggest that loading rates and 
tibial shock contribute significantly to a runner’s risk of SF 34. Matheson et al. 2006 found 
incidence rates that varus malalignment was present in a majority of runners with SF 33. The 
musculoskeletal system experiences external vertical loading forces between 2.5 to 2.8 times the 
body weight during running 62. External forces, i.e, ground reaction forces, and internal forces 
i.e., muscles and ligaments acting on the bone, create forces on bone. Milner et al. 2006 also 
suggest that aberrant kinematics of the knee, hip, and ankle are biomechanical characteristics that 
may predispose a distance runner to an increased risk of SF 72. It is thought that a difference in 
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kinematics may increase loading rates in the lower extremities, increasing the risk of SF. A 
review of biomechanical factors is important to assessing the risk of BSI and SF among 
collegiate distance runners.  
 The high energy and metabolic demands of collegiate distance running are suggested 
reasons this sport is correlated with a high rate of BSI compared to other college sports 102. 
Tenforde et al. 2017 associated the female athlete triad to the development of BSI, and of the 16 
college sports they investigated, cross country runners had the highest number of BSIs 102. The 
female athlete triad is composed of three components: low energy availability, menstrual 
dysfunction, and low bone mineral density 102. In Tenforde et al.’s 2017 study, athletes were 
classified by low risk, moderate risk, and high risk for sustaining a BSI based on criteria formed 
from the female athlete triad definition 102. Cross country runners contributed the largest percent 
of athletes at a high risk for BSI 102. Tenforde et al. 2017 illuminates the high risk of BSI in 
collegiate cross-country runners compared to other sports and suggests low energy availability as 
the underlying biological risk factor for BSI 102. It also demonstrates that BSI is cumulative in 
nature and encompasses risk factors that begin in high school, e.g. delayed menarche. Tenforde 
et al. 2017 conclude that assessing college athletes, especially distance runners, for risk factors 
associated with the triad, including risk factors that begin in high school or earlier, is important 
for identifying collegiate athletes at high risk for sustaining SF 102.  
The IOC (International Olympic Committee) in 2005 defined the female athlete triad as 
the combination of disordered eating (DE) and irregular menstrual cycles that leads to a decrease 
in estrogen and other hormones, resulting in low bone mineral density. In 2007 the definition 
changed to the relationship between energy availability, menstrual function, and bone health. 
Tenforde et al. 2017 and other researchers have studied energy availability as the underlying, 
etiological component of the triad, as it supports the basic metabolic functions 21, 48, 102. In 2007, 
the triad has been reworked into the relative energy deficiency in sport (RED-S) and 
encompasses more than the female athlete triad definition to include other physiological 
dysfunctions that occur from an energy deficiency in sport as well as both sexes 48. Vitamin D 
and calcium deficiencies have been suggested to be risk factors for SF in distance runners. Kim 
et al. 2016 found an inverse relationship between vitamin D levels and time lost to BSI in NCAA 
division 1 distance runners. Higher levels of vitamin D were associated with fewer days lost to 
BSI, demonstrating a possible protective effect of vitamin D on BSI. Lappe et al. 2008 found 
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calcium and vitamin D supplementation decreases the incidence of SF in female Navy recruits, 
suggesting that when supplemented together, calcium and vitamin D may have a protective effect 
on BSI 55. These are important considerations when assessing a collegiate distance runner’s risk 
of SF due to the high risk of low energy availability, low vitamin D levels, and low calcium 
consumption.   
Due to BSI and SF being overuse injuries, it is important review the relationship between 
overtraining and this injury. Soligard et al. 2016 suggest that poor management of training loads 
can increase the risk of overuse injuries such as BSI through a variety of mechanisms 94. One of 
these mechanisms is the excessive micro damage in bone tissue that exceeds the bone’s load 
bearing capacity to adapt or insufficient recovery between loading cycles 54, 94. Collegiate 
distance runners’ training loads may be increased inappropriately, leading to excessive 
microdamage with insufficient amounts of recovery between loading 94. Clansey et al. 2012 
investigated the effect of fatigue on running mechanics associated with tibial stress fractures 
(TSF). This study found that following acute bouts of fatigue, biomechanical characteristics 
previously shown to be associated with an increased risk of TSF, rearfoot eversion and vertical 
force loading rates, had increased 19. These studies show the importance of investigating training 
load among collegiate distance runners as a potential risk factor for BSI and SF. In addition to 
training load, other factors such as oral contraceptives and running shoe type will be reviewed as 
they are speculated to have an influence on the increased risk of BSI and SF.  
Statement of Problem 
Collegiate distance runners are a population at high risk of BSI and SF due to the nature 
of the sport, the natural selection of lean athletes, and the multi season, fall cross country, winter 
track, and spring track, aspect of collegiate distance running. Other studies have associated it 
with various risk factors, such as biomechanical insufficiencies and low energy availability. 
Based on the high incidence rates of BSI and SF among collegiate distance runners, it is 
important to review the risk factors that have been associated with BSI and SF so that high risk 
individuals can be identified prior to the development of injury. Risk factors that will be 
reviewed include, but are not limited to, biological characteristics of the athlete such as energy 
availability and the subsequent effect on hormones and bone mineral density, biomechanical 
characteristics, as well as training loads, shoe type, and oral contraceptives. Reviewing these risk 
factors may illuminate gaps in the current literature where future studies can be performed in 
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order to fill the gaps. By decreasing the risk of BSI and SF, collegiate distance runners may be 
able to focus their time training and competing.  
Significance of Study 
The purpose of this paper is to review original research articles that study the biological, 
biomechanical, and environmental risk factors for BSI and SF in collegiate distance runners.  
This may aid practitioners and athletes in the avoidance of injury, as well as identifying where 
further research may contribute. Pathology, incidence rates, and distribution rates in collegiate 
distance runners will be further reviewed. Due to the detrimental consequences that SF have on 
training time and competing for collegiate distance runners, having the knowledge of the risk 
factors is important in managing them so the athlete can optimize time training and competing.  
Limitations  
One of the largest limitations of this literature review is the limited number of studies 
using collegiate distance runners as the subjects. Using recreational runners as subjects to study 
SF risk factors may not give a full understanding of how these risk factors apply to collegiate 
distance runners because of the training discrepancy. Studies using “competitive” or “elite” 
distance runners provide adequate subject cohorts to extract risk factor information due to the 
level of training intensity performed. Self-reported scores in studies, for example energy 
availability, are speculated to be underreported, and may underestimate the true prevalence of 
low energy availability among collegiate distance runners. Convenient sampling by using 
subjects from one institution is a limitation due to the small sample size, and often lack of 
diversity. Female distance runners on hormonal treatment, e.g. birth control, were typically 
excluded from results pertaining to hormonal dysfunction, decreasing the sample size and 
possibly inaccurately representing results on hormonal dysfunction as a stress fracture risk 
factor.  
Definition of Terms 
Bone Stress Injury (BSI) – continuum of overuse/fatigue related injury including stress reaction 
and stress fracture; occurs when bone is unable to withstand repetitive weight bearing activity; 
micro trauma accrued in bone exceeds remodeling rate of bone 107 
Stress Reaction (SR) – early BSI characterized by localized pain that has gradual onset and 
increasing pain with continued loading; characterized by increased bone turnover (increase in 
bone resorption relative to bone formation); bone marrow edema in periosteal bone (swelling of 
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marrow due to excess fluid) in response to accumulation of micro damage; pain initially felt 
following training, but if loading continues, pain can be felt during training 107 
Stress Fracture (SF) –stress reaction progresses to micro-fracture of cortical bone discernible on 
magnetic resonance imaging technology (MRI); pain felt during training 107 
Bone Turnover – difference between bone resorption and bone formation during bone 
remodeling 107 
Distance runner - athlete competing in a race 800 meters or longer 2,9 
Female Athlete Triad (2014) – medical condition often observed in physically active girls and 
women and involved three components: 1) low energy availability (EA) with or without 
disordered eating (DE), 2) menstrual dysfunction, 3) low bone mineral density (BMD) 46 
Relative Energy Deficiency in Sport (RED-S) (2014) – syndrome affecting not only energy 
availability, menstrual function, and bone health, but also metabolic rate, immunity, protein 
synthesis, cardiovascular and psychological health 70 
Energy Availability (EA) – balance between dietary energy intake (EI) and energy expenditure 
relative to fat free mass that is the underlying etiological factor needed to maintain homeostasis, 
proper metabolic functions, and overall health 70 
Low EA – negative energy balance when either energy intake is decreased or exercise load is 
increased; causes adjustments in bodily systems needing to decrease energy expenditure, leading 
to disruptions in hormonal and metabolic functions 102 
Delayed menarche – lack of menarche by age 15 83,102 
Amenorrhea – absence of three or more consecutive menstrual cycles post-menarche 83,102 
Oligomenorrhea – menstrual cycle length greater than 45 days 83,102 
Eumenorrhea – normal/regular menstrual cycles; greater than 10 menstrual cycles per year  
Disordered Eating (DE) – consists of restrictive eating behaviors that do not necessarily reach the 
level of clinical eating disorder; typically measured by questionnaires (Eating Attitudes Test – 
26, Eating Disorder Inventory) assessing health, weight, dieting, and body image 16 
Eating Disorders (ED) – spectrum ranging from DE to subclinical ED to clinical ED; anorexia 
nervosa (restriction of all food), bulimia nervosa (binge and purge of food) as defined by the 
DSM-V. 
Oral Contraceptives (OC) – exogenous estrogen and/or progestin taken orally in the form of a 
pill 22 
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Bone Mineral Density (BMD) – measurement of quality of bone; measured using dual energy X-
ray absorptiometry (DEXA scan); units expressed in grams per squared centimeter 73 
Biomechanics – study of the mechanical laws relating to the movement or structure of the human 
body 
Ground Reaction Force (GRF) – primary descriptive component in analysis of support phase of 
running; provides descriptive information concerning magnitude, direction, and point of 
application of impact force; measured using force platform; measurement expressed in times 
body weight 13,15 
External Load – external stimulus applied to athlete that is measured independently of internal 
characteristics; measuring involves quantifying training load; e.g. GRF 100, 117 
Internal Load – individual response to external load; measured by assessing internal 
physiological and psychological response to external load; muscle, tendons, ligaments 
responding to external forces contribute to internal force bones experience 100, 117 
Vertical Loading Rate (VLR) – slope or magnitude of the vertical GRF curve; relationship 
between foot strike and vertical impact peak; indication of how fast the vertical GRF rises to the 
first peak 68, 117 
Tibial Shock – measure of load applied to lower extremity; determined as the highest 
acceleration measurement during the stance phase 68 
Hip Adduction – biomechanical characteristic; distal joint extends towards midline creating 
larger angle than normal at proximal joint causing pelvis to drop 75, 92 
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Review of Literature 
BSI Pathology 
Wolff’s law states that intermittent forces applied to bone stimulate remodeling so that it 
may withstand high stress environments via adaptive homeostasis50,99. When bone experiences 
an increase in applied stress that outpaces the bone’s ability to adapt, micro-damage develops at 
a site where bone resorption has occurred. Following resorption, new bone formation takes place, 
but at a slower rate. This discrepancy between resorption and formation of new bone following 
an increase in stress results in the accumulation of micro-damage at a site in the bone, leading to 
BSI unless the abusive loading patterns are mitigated. The severity of BSI falls on a spectrum 
beginning with a stress reaction, characterized by an increase in bone turnover and periosteal 
edema and bone marrow edema, depicted in Figure 1. Periosteal edema and bone marrow edema 
occurs in response to the accumulation of damage to the bone and increases fluid in the bone 
marrow, causing swelling 103. If diagnosis is prolonged and the micro damage continually 
exceeds bone remodeling, the injury becomes what is called a stress fracture (SF). The gold 
standard for diagnosis of a SF is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 69. SF’s have a discernible 
fracture line visible using MRI technology and can develop into complete bone fractures that 
need surgical intervention if left undiagnosed and untreated. For the purpose of this paper, focus 
will be on the illustration of the pathology continuum where an imbalance exists between 
damage and remodeling due to bone loading.  
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Figure 1. Pathophysiology of BSIs. Adapted from Management and Prevention of Bone Stress 
Injuries in Long-Distance Runners. By Warden, Davis, & Fredericson, 2014, The Journal of 
Orthopaedic and Sports Physical Therapy, 44(10), 749-765. 2014 by Journal of Orthopaedic & 
Sports Physical Therapy.  
Incidence and Distribution Rates 
Reviewing the incidence rates of stress fractures in collegiate distance runners is 
important know in order to appreciate the magnitude of the issue. Distribution sites are also 
important to investigate to identify risk factors specific to the highly affected areas. Bennell et al. 
1996 performed a twelve-month prospective study on the incidence and distribution of SF among 
competitive track and field athletes 10. It was found among the 112 competitive track and field 
subjects, 53 females and 58 males, 20 athletes sustained 26 SF in the 12-month period, an overall 
incidence rate of 21.1%. This study found a greater number of SF among long distance runners 
compared to other track and field event groups. The distribution of injury site showed 46% of 
stress fractures occurred in the tibia, 15% in the navicular, and 12% in the fibula. These high 
incidence rates in collegiate distance runners and high distribution rates among the lower 
extremities suggest a further investigation of risk factors that predispose this athletic population 
to SF. It is also suggested that biomechanical characteristics associated with tibial stress fractures 
need to be identified due to the highest rate of incidence found in the tibia.  
Ardent et al.2003 performed a retrospective review of SF in college athletes at a single 
institution between the years 1990 and 1999 2. It was found that cross country and distance 
runners had the highest rates of SF among all the sports studied. Distance runner was defined as 
an athlete competing in 800-meters or greater. Female cross country runners exhibited the 
highest rate of incidence of SF (6.4%) compared to other sports, e.g. women’s gymnastics 
(4.29%). Men’s cross country also showed the highest rates of SF (3.89%) in comparison to 
other sports, e.g. men’s basketball (2.86%). Distribution rates found that the tibia was the most 
common site of SF (37%), however, the foot as an anatomic region, including the metatarsal and 
navicular bones, exhibited the greatest percentage of SF (44%). 
Rizzone et al. 2017 conducted a descriptive, epidemiological study among NCAA 
athletes over 10 years (2004 to 2014) and found the highest rates of SF were among women’s 
cross country and outdoor track and men’s cross country 86. Comparing rates by sex, the rates 
were higher for women’s cross country, indoor and outdoor track compared to men’s cross 
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country, indoor and outdoor track. Distribution rates showed a higher rate in metatarsals 
(37.9%), followed by the tibia (21.9%). Restriction of participation rates showed 46.8% of SF 
caused athletes to miss 21 days or more of participation in their sport and 20.7% of SF were 
season ending. The high restriction of participation rates suggest negative consequences to the 
distance runner’s training and competition schedule 86. About two thirds of the athletes who 
sustained a stress fracture needed to miss 3 or more weeks of training 86. Results from this study 
show a high risk of SF among cross country and track athletes compared with other athletes and 
a higher risk in females compared to males 86. These results are consistent with previous studies 
and indicate a need to assess the risks that cause SF in collegiate distance runners. Rizzone et al. 
2017 suggest that these high incidence, restriction, and distribution rates are due to the nature of 
training and the high loads of repetitive impact.  
Matheson et al. 2006 analyzed 320 cases of positive bone scans for SF in athletes. 
Distribution rates showed the tibia as the most frequent site of SF (49.1%) and tarsals as the 
second most frequent site (25.3%), similar to results from Bennel et al. 1996 10, 33. Other sites of 
SF were the metatarsals (8.8%), femur (7.2%), fibula (6.6%), pelvis (1.6%), sesamoids (0.9%), 
and back (0.6%) 33. Two hundred and twenty one athletes of the 320 cases of SF positive bone 
scans were runners 33. Although studies may show different rates of distribution of SF, the tibia, 
tarsals, and metatarsals are the most common sites, indicating the importance of reviewing 
biomechanical factors associated with these sites of injury.  
Role of Ground Reaction Forces 
The body experiences external vertical ground forces 2.5 to 2.8 times the body weight 
during running with each foot strike and approximately 1000 foot strikes occur during 1 mile of 
running 24, 68. Ground reaction forces are the external loads the runner experiences and the 
muscles, tendons, and ligaments responding to these external forces contribute to the internal 
forces that the bone experience 117. As the speed of running increases, the external forces create 
greater internal forces on the bones that may increase a runners risk of injury 69, 117. Davis et al. 
2004 performed a study looking at the difference in loading rates between runners who 
developed a running-related injury and those who remained uninjured 24. Loading rate is defined 
as the rate of rise of the vertical ground reaction force curve 24. Loading rates are in magnitude of 
65 to 120 body weights per second, depending on the speed of running 24. Tibial stress fracture 
(TSF) was one of the running-related injuries that runners sustained during this study. Results 
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demonstrated that the group of runners who sustained a running-related injury had increased 
loading rates compared to the runners who remained uninjured. Davis et al. 2004 concluded that 
runners displaying increased loading rates have an amplified risk of developing a running-related 
injury, which includes SF 24. This is important to note for collegiate distance runners who may 
display higher loading rates and increase their risk of sustaining a SF.  
In addition to examining the relationship between loading rates and injury risk 
researchers have shown that ground reaction forces increase as running speed increases. Based 
on Davis et al.’s 2004 results displaying that higher loading rates may place a runner at an 
increased risk of developing a SF, examining the relationship between speed and GRF is 
important for collegiate distance runners who perform training runs at high speeds 24. Keller et 
al. performed a study investigating whether ground reaction forces (GRF) would increase 
linearly at running speeds greater than 5 m/s. Thirteen male and 10 female recreationally active 
subjects participated in this study.  
 
 
Table 1. Summary of vertical GRF variables (mean values) grouped by running speed and sex. 
Adapted from Relationship between vertical ground reaction force and speed during walking, 
slow jogging, and running. By Keller, Weisberger, Ray, Hasan, Shiavi, &Spengler, 1996, 
Clinical Biomechanics, 11(5), 253-295. 1996 y Elsevier Science Limited.  
Table 1 displays vertical thrust maximum force (Fz), vertical thrust maximum loading 
rate (Gz), and speed. For females, Fz increased linearly until a speed of 3.5 m/s was reached, after 
which it fluctuated between 2.13 and 2.54 with each increase in speed. Gz increased linearly until 
a speed of 4.5 m/s was reached in females. Male subjects demonstrated a similar trend in Fz as 
female subjects. Fz increased linearly until a speed of 3.5 m/s was reached, after which it showed 
values between 1.89 m/s and 2.46 m/s. Unlike female subjects, male subjects displayed a linear 
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increase in Gz, where values increased linearly until a speed of 6.5 m/s was reached. Keller et al. 
further examined the relationship between GRF and running speeds, an important factor when 
assessing running injuries, and found that at running speeds above 3.5 m/s, vertical forces 
remained constant at approximately 2.5 times body weight. Due to the musculoskeletal system 
experiencing approximately 2.5 times the body weight during varying running speeds, there is 
speculation that collegiate distance runners with mechanical parameters that further increase 
GRF may increase these athletes’ risk of sustaining a SF. 
Varus Alignment May Increase Risk of Stress Fracture 
In their study of incidence rates of SF, Matheson et al. 2006 also looked at potential 
biomechanical factors that may place collegiate distance running at an increased risk of SF 34. 
Varus malalignment is a biomechanical factor that may influence the magnitude of forces 
imposed on the lower extremity 34. It was found that varus malalignment was a frequent 
characteristic among athletes with SF for both males and females 34. In an athlete with varus 
malalignment the tibia will experience greater bending forces during compressive loading 34. 
This result indicates the importance of biomechanical alignment in the etiology of SF. Hughes et 
al. 2017 conducted a study on the biomechanical analysis of the foot and ankle and the influence 
on development of metatarsal SF in soldiers 46. Results showed that soldiers displaying forefoot 
varus between 1 and 17 degrees had an 8.3:1 odds of developing a metatarsal SF 46. This 
significant result demonstrates that soliders with a greater forefoot varus are more likely to 
develop metatarsal SF due to the alteration of the bone’s ability to adapt to repetitive forces 46. 
Runners are similar to soldiers in regards to the repetitive forces applied to the musculoskeletal 
system. Results from these studies provide important considerations for collegiate distance 
runners who may display varus malalignment and forefoot varus.  
Retrospective studies have found that runners with a history of tibial stress fracture (TSF) 
have greater peak hip adduction (HADD) compared to runners without a history of TSF 75, 85. 
Hip adduction occurs when the pelvis drops due to a large angle at the proximal joint created by 
the adduction, movement closer to the midline of the body, of the hip 36, 92. Greater hip adduction 
has been suggested to place greater loading on the tibia during running 74.  Pohl et al. 2008 found 
that kinematic variables, such as HADD, were able to correctly predict a history of TSF is 83% 
of the cases looked at in this study 85. Milner et al. 2008 also performed a retrospective study and 
found that runners with a previous TSF demonstrated greater HADD during the stance phase of 
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running compared to runners without a previous TSF 75. These results suggest that collegiate 
distance runners exhibiting greater HADD may be at an increased risk of sustaining a TSF. A 
prospective study should be performed to confirm these findings.  
Biomechanical Characteristics Associated with Tibial Stress Fractures 
Milner et al. 2006 retrospectively investigated biomechanical factors associated with 
tibial stress fractures (TSF) in female runners. Milner et al. 2006 suggest that bone structure and 
biomechanics contribute to an increased risk of SF 72. Crossley et al. 2004 associated smaller 
tibial area moments of inertia with a higher incidence of SF in male runners, yet this 
biomechanical risk factor had not been determined in female distance runners 8. Milner et al. 
2006 conducted a cross-sectional study on subjects who participated in competitive running to 
determine whether differences in tibial bone structure and biomechanics existed between trained 
female distances runners with a history of TSF and those without a history of TSF 68. The GRF 
variables measured are shown in Table 2 and include impact peak (IPEAK), vertical 
instantaneous and average loading rates (VILR, VALR), and anterior-posterior instantaneous and 
average loading rates during braking (BILR, BALR).  
 
Table 2. Mean ground reaction force variables for retrospective tibial stress fracture (TSF) group 
and control (CTRL) group. Adapted from Biomechanical Factors Associated with Tibial Stress 
Fracture in Female Runners. By Milner, Ferber, Pollard, Hamill, & Davis, 2006, Medicine and 
Science in Sport and Exercise, 38(2), 323-328. 2006 by American College of Sports Medicine.  
The highlighted portions of Table 2 show the factors that were significantly higher in the 
group who had previous sustained TSF compared to the control group. These results indicate that 
distance runners who display higher loading rates may be at a higher risk for TSF than those who 
do not. There was also a trend toward significance for IPEAK, which indicates this may be 
important in determining an increased risk for SF due to the cumulative effect of slightly higher 
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impacts over thousands of footstrikes. The highlighted portion of Table 3, peak positive 
acceleration (PPA), show a significant increase in the TSF group compared to the control group. 
Peak positive acceleration, also known as tibial shock, is a measure of load applied to the lower 
extremity 68. Lieber et al. 1990 reported a strong correlation between vertical loading rates and 
tibial shock, suggesting it may be a variable associated with increased loading rates.  
 
Table 3. Mean joint excursion, stiffness, and structural variables for retrospective tibial stress 
fracture (TSF) group and control (CTRL) group. Adapted from Biomechanical Factors 
Associated with Tibial Stress Fracture in Female Runners. By Milner, Ferber, Pollard, Hamill, & 
Davis, 2006, Medicine and Science in Sport and Exercise, 38(2), 323-328. 2006 by American 
College of Sports Medicine.  
An increased PPA is suggested to be related to an increased likelihood of having a history 
of TSF. Milner et al. 2006 discuss tibial shock as providing a direct estimate of load acting on the 
tibia and may be a more sensitive discriminator of runners at higher risk of TSF, although, this 
speculation needs to be confirmed with a prospective study 68. The conclusions drawn from this 
study are that TSF appear to be most related to loading rates and tibial shock, with respect to 
biomechanical factors 68. Since TSF are fatigue fractures and loading rate is a factor associated 
with the fatigue of bone 68, this is an important consideration for collegiate distance runners who 
may display higher loading rates and increased tibial shock in response to the applied load and 
the magnitude of the load. Due to loading rates and tibial shock being associated with fatigue, the 
effect that fatigue has on biomechanical parameters and GRF is important to illuminate among 
collegiate distance runners.  
The Effect of Fatigue on Biomechanical Properties and Ground Reaction Forces 
An important aspect of collegiate distance training is performing runs at lactate threshold 
(LT)16. These training runs have been used as exercise protocols in studies examining the effects 
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of fatigue on ground reaction forces and biomechanical parameters that may increase a runner’s 
risk of sustaining a stress fracture. Clansey et al. 2012 aimed to investigate the acute effects of 
progressive fatigue on biomechanical parameters previously associated with tibial stress fracture 
(TSF) risk 19. Twenty one highly trained male distance runners served as the subjects for this 
study. Subjects performed three gait analyses, before and after two 20 minute lactate threshold 
runs. Gait analyses were performed along a 15 meter runway at 4.5 m/s and LT runs were 
performed on a treadmill at their previously determined LT speed for 20 minutes.  
 
Table 4. Stance phase variables during pre, mid, and post test conditions. Adapted from Effects 
of Fatigue on Running Mechanics Associated with Tibial Stress Fracture. By Clansey, Hanlon, 
Wallace, & Lake, 2012, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise, 44(10), 917-1923. 2012 
by American College of Sports Medicine.  
The highlighted portions of Table 4 depict the variables demonstrating a significant 
difference. Vertical instantaneous and average loading rates (VILR, VALR) significantly 
increased from pre to mid and mid to post LT run. These higher loading rates have been 
associated with a history of TSF found in retrospective studies examining biomechanics and 
GRF’s between runners with a history of TSF and those without a history60. Peak head 
acceleration (PHA), free moment (FM), and rearfoot eversion (RFEV) significantly increased 
from mid to post LT run, whereas PHA significantly increased from pre to mid and mid to post 
LT run. Clansey et al. speculates the increases in FM may be linked to the increases in RFEV 
due to the peripheral and central fatigue that changes the body’s ability to maintain proper 
mechanical patterns. The significant increases in PHA with increasing fatigue indicates that there 
is less dampening of impact forces on the distal joints 19.  Clansey et al. 2012 report that the 
altered joint mechanics due to muscular fatigue may be the primary causes of increases in 
loading rates and PHA 19. Clansey et al. 2012 conclude that previously identified biomechanical 
parameters associated with TSF are evident as levels of fatigue increase during a LT run 19. This 
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is an important consideration for collegiate distance runners who may display increases in these 
biomechanical parameters and perform training runs at their LT.  
Influence of Bone Geometry on Bone Strength and Ground Reaction Forces 
Researchers have identified two categories of factors that affect bone strength and factors 
that affect the external mechanical load on bone, that may place a collegiate distance runner at 
greater susceptibility to SF  81.. In a retrospective study, Popp et al. 2016 aimed to examine these 
two categories and find the differences in bone mineral density (BMD) and bone geometry 
between competitive female distance runners with and without SF 81. These two parameters of 
bone strength, BMD and bone geometry, were then assessed relative to external mechanical 
loading between the SF group (SFX) and no SF group (NSFX). Subjects performed an 
exhaustive run on a high-speed, force-sensing motorized treadmill that collected GRF at each 
individual’s predicted 5 kilometer pace. Total bone cross-sectional area and BMD were assessed 
to estimate bone strength. Muscle cross sectional area (MCSA) was assessed at the 66% site of 
the tibia since the calf muscle is the largest in this area.  
 
Table 5. Tibial bone volumetric density, geometry, and estimated strength at seven measurement 
sites in female runners with (SFX) and without (NFSX) history of stress fracture. Adapted from 
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Bone strength estimates relative to vertical ground reaction force discriminates women runners 
with stress fracture history. By Popp, McDermott, Hughes, Baxter, Stovitz, & Petit, 2016, Bone, 
94, 22-28. 2016 by Elsevier Inc.  
As seen in the highlighted portions of Table 5, The SFX group showed significantly 
lower cortical area at 15% and 45% sites in the tibia compared to the NSFX, suggesting that 
bone geometry plays a role in the development of stress fracture 81. Section modulus (Zp) and 
polar strength strain index (SSIp) were indices of bone strength assessed in this study. Results 
also demonstrated that ZP and SSIp were significantly lower in the SFX group compared to the 
NSFX group at one or more mid-shaft tibia sites, suggesting that SF development could be 
higher in collegiate distance runners who have lower bone strength 81.  
 
Figure 2. Mean active peaks vertical (pkZ) ground reaction forces (GRFs) between groups. 
Adapted from Bone strength estimates relative to vertical ground reaction force discriminates 
women runners with stress fracture history. By Popp, McDermott, Hughes, Baxter, Stovitz, & 
Petit, 2016, Bone, 94, 22-28. 2016 by Elsevier Inc.  
Throughout the entire run, the SFX group displayed higher pkz values compared to the 
NSFX group. Popp et al. 2012 chose to measure pkz GRF based on other research showing that 
pkz GRF provides an approximation of the load acting on the tibia during running 8. Figure 2 
shows that pkz GRFs were significantly higher in the SFX group compared to the NSFX group, 
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indicating that runners with a history of SF display higher loading rates 81. Table 6 shows that at 
the 45%, 50%, and 66% sites of the tibia the SFX group had significantly lower bone strength 
relative to mean pkz GRFs.  
 
Table 6. Relative bone strength in female runners with (SFX) and without (NSFX) a history of 
stress fracture, at six measurement sites. Adapted from Bone strength estimates relative to 
vertical ground reaction force discriminates women runners with stress fracture history. By Popp, 
McDermott, Hughes, Baxter, Stovitz, & Petit, 2016, Bone, 94, 22-28. 2016 by Elsevier Inc.  
These novel results suggest that runners with a history of SF experience greater loads in 
the tibia during running. Based on other research, such as Milner et al.’s 2006 findings, Popp et 
al. 2012 suggest that other mechanical characteristics associated with an increased SF risk, peak 
rearfoot eversion, peak hip adduction, and greater free moments, may increase the load 
experienced by the tibia during running 34, 81. Popp et al. 2012 conclude that the strength deficits 
found in the SFX group at the mid-shaft of the tibia, 45%, 50%, 66%, is an important region of 
the tibia to identify individuals at high risk for TSF 81. This study also illuminates the importance 
of assessing bone structure and strength relative to the external loads being placed on the tibia 
during running.  
Relationship Between Training Volume and Risk of Stress Fracture 
The pathology of a bone stress injury indicates that it occurs from overuse and the bone is 
unable to withstand the amount of load without adverse consequences 94. The International 
Olympic Committee (IOC) recruited a group of researchers to review scientific evidence 
regarding the relationship between load and health in sport. Load was defined broadly as rapid 
changes in training and competition, heavy competition calendar, and psychological load. Load 
encompasses external and internal loads. External load refers to an external stimulus applied to 
the musculoskeletal system and results in physiological and psychological responses in the 
collegiate distance runner 94. Internal load refers to the individual, internal physiological response 
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to the external load 94. This review of training load in sport illuminates the issue of needing to 
assess individual athletes’ risk of injury along a continuum of adverse health outcomes 94. SF is 
an adverse health outcome that occurs when training loads are poorly managed. If the external 
load is poorly managed, then the collegiate distance runner may experience increased internal 
loads that may cause adverse health outcomes, such as a SF 94.  
 
Figure 3. Well-being continuum. Adapted from How much is too much? (Part 1) International 
Olympic Committee consensus statement on load in sport and risk of injury. By Soligard, 
Schwellnus, Alonso, Bahr, Clarsen, Dijkstra, Gabbett, Gleeson, Hagglund, Hutchinson, Jans van 
Rensburg, Raftery, Budgett, Engebretsen, 2016, British Journal of Sports Medicine, 50(17), 
1030-1041. 2016 by British Journal of Sports Medicine.  
Similar to Soligard et al.’s 2017 well being continuum shown in Figure 3, Lack et al. 
2018 recreated a figure from a clinical perspective by Dye et al. 1999 regarding the envelope of 
function for tissue homeostasis and how it is affected by load and frequency of load 55, 94.  
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Figure 4. Representation of the zone of tissue homeostasis. Adapted from How to manage 
patellofemoral pain – Understanding the multifactorial nature and treatment options. By Lack, 
Neal, De Oliveira Silva, Barton, 2018, Physical Therapy in Sport, 32, 155-166. 2018 by Elsevier 
Ltd.  
Figure 4 demonstrates the relationship between an increasing load and increasing 
frequency that can cause a loss of tissue homeostasis and push the collegiate distance runner into 
a zone of structural failure, or overuse injury 94. The risk of SF occurs when poorly managed 
training and/or competition loads lead to excessive microdamage due to the magnitude of 
training being beyond the tissue’s load bearing capacity, forcing the runner to take time off 94. 
Another mechanism that may increase the risk of SF in collegiate distance runners occurs when 
the recovery between loading cycles is insufficient 94, shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Biological maladaptation through cycles of excessive loading and/or inadequate 
recovery. Adapted from How much is too much? (Part 1) International Olympic Committee 
consensus statement on load in sport and risk of injury. By Soligard, Schwellnus, Alonso, Bahr, 
Clarsen, Dijkstra, Gabbett, Gleeson, Hagglund, Hutchinson, Jans van Rensburg, Raftery, 
Budgett, Engebretsen, 2016, British Journal of Sports Medicine, 50(17), 1030-1041. 2016 by 
British Journal of Sports Medicine.  
When the recovery between training loads are insufficient, there is a decreased capacity 
for the musculoskeletal system to bear the load and increases the risk of overuse injury, in this 
case a SF in collegiate distance runners can occur 94. Soligard et al. 2017 suggest that the 
monitoring of athlete’s external and internal loads can help explain changes in performance, 
increase the understanding of training responses, reveal fatigue, and ensure the proper level of 
load to minimize the risk of injury and illness from non-functional over-reaching and 
overtraining, as depicted in Figures 3-5. 
 An aspect of training that may have an influence on injury is acute to chronic workload 
ratio. Hulin et al. 2016 investigated this relationship between acute:chronic workload ratio and 
risk of injury in rugby players 47, 48. This relationship remains to be examined in collegiate 
distance runners. Gabbett et al. 2016 explains this ratio as the most recent week’s training (acute 
workload) to the 4 week rolling average of acute workloads (chronic workload) 36. Chronic 
workload is associated with the development of fitness in the athlete, whereas acute workload is 
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associated with the level of fatigue experienced in the athlete 36, 37. An athlete is considered well 
prepared for training and has a decreased risk of injury if the ratio is between 0.8 and 1.3 36. 
Hulin et al. 2016 demonstrate in their study of rugby players that a very high ratio, greater than 
2.11, was associated with an injury risk 2.3 times higher than a moderate ratio, 1.03 – 1.38 48. 
The novel finding that a high chronic workload combined with a moderate acute:chronic 
workload had a smaller risk of injury than a combination of a low chronic workload and 
moderate acute:chronic workload suggests a way to manage collegiate distance runners training 
programs to minimize risk of injury 47, 48. The concept of tracking acute:chronic workloads in 
athletes, as described by Hulin et al. 2016, suggests that this may be a viable means to track 
workloads in an effort to decrease the risk of overuse injury, such as SF, in collegiate distance 
runners.  
While Hulin et al. 2016 and Gabbett et al. 2016 provide a method for managing training 
loads, it is important to uncover the relationship between training volume and intensity and the 
risk of injury in collegiate distance runners 36, 37, 48. Hrejlac et al. 2004 explain that overuse 
injuries can be linked to errors in training such as sudden increases in mileage and rapid change 
in training intensity 45. Neilsen et al. 2014 conducted a 1 year prospective, cohort study on 874 
healthy, novice runners to examine the relationship between injury and progression in weekly 
running distance 81. Results demonstrated that runners increasing mileage by greater than 30% 
per week were at a greater risk of sustaining an overuse injury compared to the runners who 
increased mileage by 10% or less 81. This study suggests a correlation between increases in 
running mileage and risk of injury.  
Edwards et al. 2009 and Edwards et al. 2010 conducted studies examining  the effects of 
stride length and running mileage on the probability of SF the effects of running speed, or 
intensity, on the probability of SF 28, 29. Three daily running mileages of 3, 5, and 7 miles per day 
were investigated using a probabilistic model to determine the probability of failure in bone 29. In 
addition to these three mileages, subjects were asked to perform running trials using their 
preferred stride length (PSL) and a stride length that was 10% less than PSL (-10%PSL). 
Edwards et al. 2010 found that a 10% reduction in stride length decreased the likelihood of tibial 
stress fracture (TSF), however, the probability of TSF increased as running mileage increased 
regardless of the stride length, seen in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. Average probabilities of failure for three different daily mileages across 100 days of 
training. Adapted from Effects of Stride Length and Running Mileage on a Probabilistic Stress 
Fracture Model. By Edwards, Taylow, Rudolph, Gillette, & Derrick, 2009, Medicine and Science 
in Sports and Exercise, 41(12), 2177-2184. 2009 by American College of Sports Medicine.  
 Figure 6 demonstrates that the first 30 days is the most critical time point to address the 
risk of injury 29. Edwards et al. 2009 investigated the effect of running speed on the probability 
of SF 28. It was hypothesized that as running speed increases, the probability of SF would 
increase 28. Figure 7 demonstrates that as running speed increased, the probability of failure 
increased significantly. Edwards et al. 2009 suggest that runner’s risk of SF increase as weekly 
running mileage and running speed increase 28, 29. The results from Edwards et al.’s 2009 and 
2010 studies should be taken into consideration along with the concept of actue:chronic 
workload ratio to ensure the athlete’s running mileage and running speed is systematically 
increased and does not exceed a ratio that may increase their risk of SF 28, 29, 36, 37 .  
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Figure 7. Average probabilities of failure for three different speeds across 100 days of training. 
Effects of running speed on probabilistic stress fracture model. By Edwards, Taylor, Rudolphi, 
Gillette, & Derrick, 2010, Clinical Biomechanics, 25(4), 372-377. 2010 by Elsevier Ltd.  
Interventions May Reduce Biomechanical Properties Associated with Stress Fracture 
Milner et al. 2006 demonstrated that stress fractures in collegiate distance runners have 
been associated with high loading rates 71. It is important to reduce these high loading rates in 
order to mitigate the risk of SF and loss of training time 71. Gait retraining using real-time 
feedback offers a potential method to reduce high loading rates in collegiate distance runners that 
may decrease the risk of SF. Researchers have examined the effects of altering loading 
mechanics using a variety of methods that monitor loads and allows the subject to receive 
feedback regarding the load.  
Crowell and Davis 2010 performed a study examining the efficacy of a gait retraining 
program on the reduction of tibial acceleration and lower extremity loading on athletes and 
recreational runners who displayed tibial accelerations above normal during running 23. The gait 
retraining program consisted of 8 sessions in which an accelerometer was taped to the subject’s 
distal tibia and displayed visual feedback to the subject on a monitor positioned in front of the 
treadmill. The signal displayed on the monitor from the accelerometer showed a line at 
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approximately 50% of the tibial shock (PPA) which would reduce the PPA for the subjects and 
bring them within one standard deviation of the uninjured runners’ PPA. These 8 sessions took 
place over a 2-week period and during each one, the subject was advised to keep their 
acceleration peaks below the line displayed from the accelerometer signal on the monitor. The 
variables measured include tibial shock (PPA), vertical instantaneous loading rate (VILR), 
vertical average loading rate (VALR), and vertical impact peak (VIP).  
 
Table 7. Changes in GRF variables as a result of gait retraining. Adapted from Gait retraining to 
reduce lower extremity loading in runners. By Crowell & Davis, 2010, Clinical Biomechanics, 
26(1), 78-83. 2010 by Elsevier Ltd.  
Table 7 shows significant decreases in PPA, VILR, and VALR from pre-training to post-
training, as well as significant decreases in PPA, VILR, VALR, and VIP, from pre-training to the 
on- month follow-up data collected 23. Crowell and Davis 2010 demonstrated that loading rates 
and tibial shock, two variables that have been previously associated with SF in runners, can be 
decreased using a gait retraining method 23. This has practical implications for collegiate distance 
runners who may display higher loading rates and tibial shock and who could benefit from a gait 
retraining intervention to decrease their risk of SF associated with these high loading rates and 
tibial shock.  
Similar to Crowell and Davis 2010, Willy et al. 2016 examined the efficacy of an in-field 
gait retraining program on reducing excessive impact forces and peak hip adduction among 30 
runners who demonstrated a risk for tibial stress fracture 112. Based on previous studies showing 
a relationship between high loading rates and history of tibial stress fracture 71, this study 
hypothesized that a reduction in step rate would decrease instantaneous and vertical loading rates 
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112. Runners who exhibited high impact forces were recruited as subjects and randomized into 
either a retraining group or control group. The retraining group increased step rate by 7.5%, cued 
by a wireless accelerometer, during 8 running trials.  
 
Table 8. Changes observed in variables from baseline, post intervention, and 1 month post 
intervention. Adapted from In-field gait retraining and mobile monitoring to address running 
biomechanics associated with tibial stress fracture. By Willy, Buchenic, Rogack, Ackerman, 
Schmidt, & Wilson, 2016, Scandanavian Journal of Medicine and Science in Sport, 26(2), 197-
205. 2015 by John Wiley & sons Ltd.  
The retraining group (RT) demonstrated significant increases in step rate (SR) from 
baseline to post intervention and at 1-month post intervention, as well as a significant increase 
compared to the control group (CON), as shown in Table 8 112. With this increase in SR, RT 
demonstrated significant decreases in instantaneous and average vertical loading rates from 
baseline to post intervention and post intervention to 1-month post intervention, as well as a 
significant decrease compared to the CON group 112. Peak hip adduction and eccentric knee work 
per stance and per km were significantly decreased in the RT group from baseline to post 
intervention and post intervention to 1-month post intervention. These results demonstrate the 
ability of a modest increase in SR of 7.5% to decrease biomechanical parameters that have been 
previously associated with SF 71,112. These results also have implications for collegiate distance 
runners who may display high loading rates and hip adduction that suggest they are at an 
increased risk of SF 71, 83, 112. By implementing this gait retraining intervention, it may decrease a 
collegiate distance runner’s risk of SF by reducing variables associated with SF.  
 Crowell and Davis 2010 and Willy et al. 2016 suggest that gait retraining interventions 
using real-time feedback decrease loading rates and impact peaks, which have previously been 
associated with an increased risk of SF 24, 112. The sound intensity of a runner’s initial ground 
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contact is another form of real time feedback that may reduce loading rates and impact peaks. 
Tate and Milner 2017, in a controlled, within session study design, examined the usefulness of 
sound intensity as real-time feedback for runners to decrease their loading rates and impact peaks 
102. Subjects performed running trials on the treadmill for 15 minutes while continuously 
receiving real-time visual feedback of sound intensity on an iPad. Subjects were then instructed 
to decrease the decibel level shown on the iPad as much as possible. After the gait retraining 
intervention, subjects performed 5 additional treadmill trials where they used the new running 
strategy they developed previously.  
 
Table 9. Changes observed in loading variables at baseline and after gait retraining. Adapted 
from Sound-Intensity Feedback During Running Reduces Loading Rates and Impact Peaks. By 
Tate & Milner, 2017, The Journal of Orthopaedic and Sports Physical Therapy, 47(8), 565-569. 
2017 by Journal of Orthopaedic & Sports Physical Therapy.  
Table 9 displays a significant decrease in vertical impact peak, vertical average loading 
rate, and vertical instantaneous loading rate from baseline to post gait retraining 102. Tate and 
Milner 2017 demonstrated that runners may be able to decrease their VILR, VALR, and VIP 
through a single session of sound intensity gait retraining 102. This particular gait retraining 
intervention did not require specialized equipment and may be a practical suggestion for clinical 
settings such as an athletic training room at a University. Collegiate distance runners displaying 
high loading rates and impact peaks may benefit from this effective and simple gait retraining 
intervention.  
Low Energy Availability is the Underlying Biological Risk Factor for Stress Fracture 
The athlete triad has gone through several revisions to include what is considered a 
medical condition composed of low energy availability (EA), hormonal dysfunction, and low 
bone mineral density 75, 87, 105 . These three components have been associated with increased risks 
of injury and illness in athletes. Relative energy deficiency in sport (RED-S) has been the most 
recent revision of the athlete triad that encompasses more than EA, hormonal dysfunction, and 
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BMD and also includes other physiological consequences such as impaired metabolic rate, 
immunity, protein synthesis, cardiovascular system, and psychological health 75.  
Collegiate distance runners show signs of low EA and subsequent BSI based on the 
athlete triad components 105. EA is defined as the sufficient energy intake required to meet the 
energy cost of exercise and metabolic functions 75. Tenforde et al. 2016 classified athletes into 
low, moderate, and high-risk categories for sustaining BSI based on criteria from the female 
athlete triad. Six criteria points were generated from an NCAA required pre participation form 
and a DXA scan. The athlete chose a numerical ranking between 0 and 2 based on the accuracy 
of the description of each criterion. A score of 0 to1 constituted a low risk, 2-5 a moderate risk, 
and greater than 6 a high risk for BSI.  
 
Table 10. Number of athletes from each sport classified into low, moderate, and high risk for 
sustaining BSI. Adapted from Association of the Female Athlete Triad Risk Assessment 
Stratification to the Development of Bone Stress Injuries in Collegiate Athletes. By Tenforde, 
Carlson, Chang, Sainani, Shultz, Kim, Cutti, Golden, & Fredericson, 2017, The American 
Journal of Sports Medicine, 45(2), 302-310. 2016 by the authors. 
Table 10 shows cross country athletes had the highest risk of sustaining a BSI, based on 
criteria assessed 105. Compared with cross country athletes categorized in low risk, cross country 
athletes in the moderate and high risk categories showed a 4-fold and 5.7 fold increased risk for 
BSI’s, respectively 105. Due to the high metabolic demands of collegiate distance running, 
Tenforde et al. 2017 concluded that assessing an athlete’s risk of low EA can help to identify 
athlete’s who are at a greater risk of BSI 105.  
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Bone mineral density (BMD) is an important component in assessing a distance runner’s risk for 
SF 77. Tenforde et al. 2017 investigated the effects of the criteria for the athlete triad on BMD 105. 
Athletes were recruited from a single division 1 NCAA college and assessed for five criteria, self 
reporting scores for low EA with or without disordered eating/eating disorders (DE/ED), body 
mass index (BMI), delayed menarche, oligomenorrhea/amenorrhea, and prior stress 
reaction/stress fracture. Dual Energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scans were used to collect 
data for total body (TB) and lumbar spine (LS) BMD. Of the 239 athletes participating in the 
study, 23 showed low BMD, with a Z-score of less than 1.0 for LS or TB BMD 105. Sports 
characterized as low impact, such as distance running, synchronized swimming, and swimming 
had significantly lower BMD compared to sports characterized as high impact, such as 
gymnastics, volleyball, and basketball 105. Low BMI and oligo/amenorrhea were the strongest 
predictors of low BMD 105. These results present an important consideration when assessing a 
collegiate distance runner’s risk of SF compared to other collegiate sports. Tenforde et al. 2017 
demonstrated that collegiate cross country runners, compared to other sports, have a higher risk 
of SF based on criteria formed from the female athlete triad 105. These criteria were then 
associated with low BMD 105.   
Delayed Menarche Begins in High School and Increases Risk of Stress Fracture 
Tenforde et al. 2017 identified female collegiate athletes as having a moderate risk of 
sustaining a stress fracture if menarche began between the ages of 15 and 16 years old and high 
risk if menarche began past the age of 16 105. These ages indicate that delayed menarche may 
increase the risk of SF and begins in high school. Based on the Tenforde et al.’s 2017 
conclusions, delayed menarche is a biological factor that needs to be assessed since adolescence 
is a critical time for bone mineral accrual and can influence risk of SF later on in life 73, 74.  
Rauh et al. 2014 performed a prospective study looking at the relationship between the 
female athlete triad and injury in high school distance runners 87. Injury reports throughout the 
season were recorded, as well as eating attitude and behaviors, menstrual status, and bone 
mineral density. Primary amenorrhea was defined as no onset of menses by age 15 years. Of the 
89 runners assessed, 38 high school distance runners (42.7%) sustained 65 running-related 
injuries during the season 87. Runners who reported oligo/amenorrhea within the past year had a 
significantly older age of menarche compared to runners who were eumenorrheic 87. This 
suggests that delayed menarche may affect menstrual regularity as these high school aged 
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runners begin menses and increase their risk of menstrual irregularity in college 87. Runners who 
had sustained an injury during the season reported significantly higher scores on the eating 
attitudes and behaviors assessments than non-injured runners, after adjusting for body mass 
index (BMI) 87. Significantly lower BMD (spine, total hip, and whole-body) was observed in 
runners who had sustained an injury throughout the season compared to those runners who had 
not sustained an injury 87. At the site of the tibia/fibula, there was a decrease in BMD between 
injured and non injured runners, although it was not statistically significant 87. The results from 
this study are similar to the results found in Tenforde et al. 2017 that runners who reported 
menstrual dysfunction (oligo/amenorrhea, delayed menarche) and whose BMD was lower than 
normal for their age had an increased risk of injury compared to runners with normal menses and 
those who fell within the normal BMD range 87, 105.  
Tenforde et al. 2015 performed a study examining the sex-specific risk factors for low 
BMD in adolescent runners 107. It was hypothesized these adolescent runners would have sex-
specific risk factors that influenced low BMD based on lower lean mass, low BMI, prior SF, 
menstrual variables, sport participation, disordered eating, and nutritional variables (calcium and 
vitamin D intake) 107. Bone mineral density was measured at the lumbar spine (LS) and total 
body less head (TBLH).  
 
Table 11. Sex specific risk factors for lower BMD and low bone mass. Adapted from Identifying 
Sex-Specific Risk Factors for Low Bone Mineral Density in Adolescent Runners. By Tenforde, 
Fredericson, Sayres, Cutti, & Sainani, 2015, The American Journal of Sports Medicine, 43(6), 
1494-1504. 2015 by the authors.  
Results in Table 11 demonstrate that females showing a lower android to gynoid (A:G) 
fat mass ratio, lower height, current menstrual irregularity, lower lean mass, later age of 
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menarche, and a decreased intake of calcium and vitamin D, in the form of fewer cups of milk 
per day had lower BMD 107. The results from the male adolescent runners demonstrated that 
lower BMI Z-scores, a belief that “thinner is faster”, and a lower A:G fat mass ratio were 
significantly associated with lower BMD 107. These results suggest the importance of identifying 
sex-specific risk factors that affect males’ and females’ risk of lower BMD, which has been seen 
to increase a runner’s risk of SF 77, 107. Tenforde et al. 2015 illuminated the male specific risk 
factors for lower BMD, which is a lower BMI and a belief that “thinner is faster” 107. These male 
specific risk factors suggest that males are at an increased risk for low BMD if they display 
disordered eating tendencies 107.  
Effect of Disordered Eating/Eating Disorders on Stress Fracture Risk 
Tenforde et al. 2017 demonstrated that collegiate distance runners are a population of 
athletes at a high risk for low energy availability, which is postulated as the primary cause of the 
athlete triad and is the basis of RED-S 75, 105. Low EA is linked to an increase risk of SF 105. 
Disordered eating (DE) can be characterized as restricted eating behaviors that do not necessarily 
reach the level of a clinical eating disorder 20. An example of restricted eating behaviors include 
lactose intolerance and gluten intolerance. Cobb et al. 2003 examined the relationship between 
disordered eating, menstrual irregularity, and bone mineral density in a randomized controlled 
trial among a cohort of competitive female distance runners 21. Subjects filled out questionnaires 
regarding training volume in mileage per week during each competitive season (fall cross 
country, winter indoor track, spring outdoor track) and the off season (summer training) and 
answered questions regarding menstrual history. Nutrient intake was recorded using an expanded 
version of the 97-item National Cancer Institute Health Habits and History food frequency 
questionnaire. Eating Disorder Inventory (EDI) was used to screen for subclinical ED and 
included three subscales – drive for thinness, bulimic tendencies, and body dissatisfaction. BMD 
was recorded using DXA at the left proximal femur, spine, and total body.  
Results from this study showed that 26% of the subjects were oligomenorrheic and 10% 
were amenorrheic 21. The oligo/amenorrheic runners began menarche 1.2 years later, had 45% 
fewer menstrual cycles, and ran 18% more miles per week than the eumenorrheic runners 21. DE 
was categorized as either normal EDI or elevated EDI based on the total scores on the three 
subscales. Subjects whose scores categorized them into elevated EDI reported 19% lower caloric 
intakes per day compared to those whose scores categorized them into normal EDI 21.  
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Table 12. EDI scores and daily nutrient intake for eumenorrheic and oligo/amenorrheic 
menstrual groups. Adapted from Disordered Eating, Menstrual Irregularity, and Bone Mineral 
Density in Female Runners. By Cobb, Bachrach, Greendale, Marcus, Neer, Nieves, Sowers, 
Brown, Gopalakrishnan, Leutters, Tanner, Ward, & Kelsey, 2003, Medicine and Science in 
Sports and Exercise, 35(5), 711-719. 2003 by American College of Sports Medicine.  
 
Table 13. BMD for eumenorrheic and oligo/amenorrheic menstrual groups. Adapted from 
Disordered Eating, Menstrual Irregularity, and Bone Mineral Density in Female Runners. By 
Cobb, Bachrach, Greendale, Marcus, Neer, Nieves, Sowers, Brown, Gopalakrishnan, Leutters, 
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Tanner, Ward, & Kelsey, 2003, Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise, 35(5), 711-719. 
2003 by American College of Sports Medicine. 
Twenty-three subjects had elevated EDI scores and 65% were oligo/amenorrheic 21. Only 
25% of the 67 subjects with normal EDI scores were oligo/amenorrheic. Of the three subscales 
on the EDI, a drive for thinness had the strongest association with oligo/amenorrhea 21. Once 
body weight and composition were adjusted for, results showed a significant decrease in spine 
BMD in subjects who had elevated EDI scores compared to subjects who had normal EDI scores 
21. Trends toward a significant decrease in hip BMD and whole-body BMD were seen as well 21. 
These results, summarized in Tables 12 and 13, present important considerations when assessing 
eating attitudes and the risk for decreased BMD and subsequent BSI and SF in female collegiate 
distance runners 21. Cobb et al. 2003 suggest that DE is associated with oligo/amenorrhea and 
DE is associated with low BMD in eumenorrheic runners 21. This study suggests the significance 
of the three components of the athlete triad when assessing risk of low BMD that may suggest an 
increased risk of SF in collegiate distance runners 21.  
Low Bone Mineral Density May Increase Risk of Stress Fracture 
There are certain biological factors that increase a collegiate distance runner’s risk of low 
BMD. Tenforde et al. 2015 has shown that there are sex-specific risk factors such as menstrual 
irregularity in females and disordered eating tendencies among males that increase the risk of 
low BMD 107. Cobb et al. 2003 found that disordered eating and eating disorders can increase a 
runner’s risk for low BMD by decreasing their energy availability 21. These findings are similar 
to Tenforde et al.’s 2017 findings that DE/ED can increase the risk of menstrual irregularity 105. 
While these studies have demonstrated the factors that contribute to a decrease in BMD, it is 
important to recognize and study the contribution of low BMD to the risk of SF.  
Myburgh et al. 1990 performed a case-control study investigating the relationship 
between low bone mineral density (BMD) and incidence of stress fractures in athletes to 
determine if low BMD is an etiologic factor in the development of stress fractures 77. Twenty-
five athletes, 19 women and 6 men, who had been diagnosed with a lower extremity stress 
fracture were matched for sex, age, weight, height, and exercise history with 25 control athletes. 
Menstrual histories of the female subjects, daily dietary composition and intake of nutrients, 
estimated weekly intake portions of dairy products, and bone mineral density were assessed in 
these athletes. Results demonstrated that significantly more injured female subjects were 
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experiencing menstrual irregularity compared to the control female subjects 77. Significantly 
more control female subjects were using oral contraceptives compared to the injured female 
subjects, which suggests a potential link between oral contraceptive use and a decreased risk of 
stress fracture 22, 77. The control athletes consumed significantly more calcium compared to the 
injured subjects and only 9 injured subjects met the recommended daily allowance (RDA) for 
calcium, whereas 14 of the control subjects met the RDA. The injured athletes consumed 
significantly less dairy products per week compared to the control athletes. This result suggests a 
significant relationship between calcium intake and risk of SF 77, 94. 
  
 
Table 14. BMD at measurement sites for injured subjects and control subjects. Adapted from 
Low Bone Density is an Etiologic Factor for Stress Fracture in Athletes. By Myburgh, Hutchins, 
Fataar, Hough, & Noakes, 1990, Annals of Internal Medicine, 113(10), 754-759. 1990 by 
American College of Physicians.  
Table 14 demonstrates injured subjects had significantly less BMD in the lumbar spine 
and proximal femur compared to the control subjects, in particular the femoral neck and the 
Ward triangle 77. Myburgh et al. 1990 showed a decrease in BMD at an appendicular site that is 
weight bearing, the femur, a site at which stress fractures occur 10, 34, 77. These novel results 
demonstrate significant correlations between menstrual irregularity, dietary calcium intake, and 
bone mineral and the incidence of stress fracture 77. Myburgh et al. 1990 present important 
considerations for collegiate distance runners who have a high incidence rate of stress fracture, 
which may indicate low BMD 77.  
Role of Vitamin D and Calcium Deficiencies in Risk of Stress Fracture 
An important consideration when assessing a collegiate distance runner’s risk of BSI and 
SF is the mechanism and influence of vitamin D and calcium. Vitamin D is important during the 
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period of high bone turnover and is absorbed through the diet as well as synthesized through 
conversion of 7-dehydrochelsterol to previtamin D3 by ultraviolet B from exposure to the sun 1. 
When vitamin D is activated, calcium absorption is stimulated in the small intestine and can 
absorbed by bone 1. Based on the mechanism of vitamin D and the influence it has on calcium 
absorption by bone, researchers suggest that it can have an influence on BMD and may decrease 
the risk of SF 1, 104.   
Lovell et al. 2008 examined the vitamin D status and calcium intake of 18 female 
gymnasts, an athletic population with a high incidence rate of stress fracture due to the high 
loading rates and high training volumes, and examined the rate in bone stress injuries in these 
athletes 64. Vitamin D levels were tested using the DiaSorin vitamin D assay and calcium intake 
was assessed using a standard food frequency questionnaire. Of the 18 gymnasts who 
participated in this study, only 3 had vitamin D levels greater than 75 nm/L, 15 gymnasts had 
levels below 75 mn/L and had their PTH levels tested 64. The 15 gymnasts who had their PTH 
levels tested fell within the normal reference range, except for one who had a low PTH level. 
Thirteen gymnasts showed calcium intakes below the daily recommended intake of 1000 mg for 
9 to 11 years old and 1300 mg for 12 to 18 years old. Lovell et al. 2008 also reviewed case notes 
of these 18 gymnasts from the previous year and found that 12 had been diagnosed with a stress 
reaction and 1 had been diagnosed with a stress fracture. These results indicate the importance of 
assessing calcium and vitamin D levels in athletic populations who demonstrate a high incidence 
rate of stress fractures 64. Lovell et al. 2008 conclude that vitamin D and calcium 
supplementation is an important suggestion for athletes at a high risk for stress fracture 64.  
Silk et al. 2015 conducted a randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled study on the 
effect of calcium and vitamin D supplementation on bone properties in male jockeys 93. Male 
jockeys are a population of athletes who engage in caloric restriction and high volumes of 
physical activity due to the emphasis of leanness and low weight in their sport, similar to 
collegiate distance runners 93. The treatment group received 800 mg of calcium and 400 IU of 
vitamin D3 in pill form. The control group received a cellulose placebo, also in pill form. Distal 
and proximal tibial bone properties were measured at baseline and 6 months using peripheral 
quantitative computed tomography. Blood borne markers for bone turn over, CTx a bone 
resorption marker and P1NP a bone formation marker, and vitamin D concentrations were 
measured as well.  
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Table 15. Baseline and six month adjusted bone variables at measurement sites in tibia for 
supplemented and placebo group. Adapted from Tibial bone responses to 6-month calcium and 
vitamin D supplementation in young male jockeys: A randomized control trial. By Silk, Greene, 
Baker, & Jander, 2015, Bone, 81, 554-561. 2015 by Elsevier Ltd.  
 
Table 16. Baseline and six month blood variables between supplemented and placebo group. 
Adapted from Tibial bone responses to 6-month calcium and vitamin D supplementation in 
young male jockeys: A randomized control trial. By Silk, Greene, Baker, & Jander, 2015, Bone, 
81, 554-561. 2015 by Elsevier Ltd. 
Results showed a significant increase in vitamin D levels in the supplemented group 
compared to the placebo group from baseline to 6 months 93. CTx levels had significantly 
decreased by almost 25% from baseline to 6 months in the supplemented group compared to the 
placebo group. P1NP did not show differences between baseline and 6 months. The greater bone 
density at the proximal tibia found in the supplemented group compared with the placebo group 
at 6 months indicates a possible strategy to negate the consequences of high bone turnover 93. 
These results are summarized in Tables 15 and 16. Silk et al. 2015 suggests the increase in bone 
density at the proximal tibia may have resulted from supplementation of calcium and vitamin D 
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over the 6 month period and could apply as a strategy for collegiate distance runners to increase 
their vitamin D levels and decrease bone turnover 93.  
Lovell et al. 2008 illuminated the vitamin D and calcium deficiencies and prevalence of 
SF among an athletic population at a high risk of SF, while Silk et al. 2015 demonstrated the 
benefits of vitamin D and calcium supplementation on elevating vitamin D levels and improving 
bone mineral density 64, 93. An important consideration for vitamin D supplementation in athletes 
is the dosage. Backx et al. 2016 investigated the prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in 128 
highly trained athletes as well as the dose-response relationship between vitamin D3 and the total 
25(OH)D concentration in these athletes 3. Athletes were classified as deficient (< 50 nm/L), 
insufficient (50-75 nm/L), or sufficient (> 75 nm/L) based on their baseline 25(OH)D 
measurements 3. Athletes classified as having a 25(OH)D deficiency or insufficiency were 
randomized to take 400, 1100, or 2200 IU of vitamin D3 per day for one year, while the athletes 
classified as having sufficient 25(OH)D continued the study without receiving supplements. In 
addition to having 25(OH)D levels assessed during this study, athletes recorded vitamin D and 
calcium intake, sun exposure, and general well-being in order for researchers to assess the 
prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in highly trained athletes. Forty-three athletes had a vitamin 
D deficiency, 46 had an insufficiency, and 39 had a sufficient baseline concentration 3. Seventy 
percent of the athletes in this study had either a deficiency or an insufficiency in 25(OH)D, and 
based on previous research this could increase an athlete’s risk of stress fracture 58.  
 
Table 17. Total 25(OH)D concentrations in athletes for different daily vitamin D3 dosages. 
Adapted from The impact of 1-year vitamin D supplementation on vitamin D status in athletes: a 
dose-response study. By Backx, Tieland, Maase, Kies, Mensink, van Loon, & de Groot, 2016 by 
Macmillan Publishers Limited.  
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Table 17 shows that all three dosage groups increased total 25(OH)D concentration, 
compared to the sufficient group. A sufficient total 25(OH)D concentration (> 75 nm/L) was 
achieved in 85% of the athletes taking 2200 IU/day within 3 months, whereas a sufficient total 
concentration was achieved in 50% of the athletes taking 1100 IU/day and 57% taking 400 
IU/day within the first 3 months. This result gives evidence that supplementing with 2200 IU/day 
is sufficient to improve serum 25(OH)D concentrations in athletes who show a concentration 
lower than 75 nm/L 3. Backx et al. 2016 also demonstrated that once athletes had reached a 
sufficient concentration of 25(OH)D, supplementing with 400 IU/day, instead of 2200 IU or 
1100 IU, was adequate for maintaining a sufficient concentration 3. Backx et al. 2016 concluded 
that it is important to assess athlete’s total 25(OH)D concentration based on previous research 
showing an increase in stress fracture risk associated with levels below 75 nm/L 3, 58. These 
results can be implicated for collegiate cross country runners who have deficient or insufficient 
levels of vitamin D and could improve their vitamin D levels by supplementing with 2200 IU of 
vitamin D3 once a sufficient level is reached, then reduce supplementation to 400 IU per day 3.  
Greene and Naughton 2011 examined the effects of calcium and vitamin D 
supplementation on bone structural properties in peripubertal females, similar to Silk et al. 2015 
42. This study found that a 6-month supplementation of calcium and vitamin D, 800 mg and 400 
IU/day, improved bone structural properties compared to the placebo group 42. The supplemented 
group demonstrated gains in trabecular density, trabecular area, and strength strain index at the 
4% of the distal tibial and radial sites compared to the placebo group. The supplemented group 
also demonstrated gain in cortical area at the 38% and 66% of the tibia compared to the placebo 
group. Greene and Naughton 2011 suggest that calcium supplementation along with vitamin D 
supplementation may improve tibial bone properties 42. These results are similar to Silk et al.’s 
2015 findings, although show improvements in tibial bone properties in a female population 42, 
97. Results from these studies are important considerations for collegiate distance runners who 
may benefit from supplementation of calcium along with vitamin D to improve tibial bone 
properties and may protect against SF.  
Influence of Oral Contraceptives on Risk of Stress Fracture  
The use of oral contraceptives (OC) may have an effect on bone mineral density in 
female runners 51. There have been controversial results from studies observing no impact of OC 
on BMD, small and insignificant impact, and a decrease in BMD in eumenorrheic runners 22. 
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Cobb et al. 2007 conducted a randomized trial to study the controversial effects of OC use on 
bone mass and SF rates in competitive female distance runners 22. The participants for this study 
included 124 competitive female distance runners from a collegiate team, post-collegiate clubs, 
and road races. The subjects were randomly assigned to receive OC or no treatment. 
Questionnaires about menstrual history, previous OC use, SF history, training, diet, eating 
attitudes and behaviors. Subjects were further categorized into amenorrheic, oligomenorrheic, 
and eumenorrheic based on the number of menstrual cycles that occurred in the previous 12 
months. Subjects reported to the clinical site and were assessed for these categorizations and 
questionnaires at 1 year and 2 years. DEXA was used to measure BMD, bone mineral content 
(BMC), and body composition.  
     
Figure 8. Mean percent change in whole body bone mineral content, spine and hip bone mineral 
density. Adapted from The Effect of Oral Contraceptives in Bone Mass and Stress Fracture in 
Female Runners. By Cobb, Bachrach, Sowers, Nieves, Greendale, Kent, Brown, Pettit, Harper, 
& Kelsey, 2007, Medicine and Science in Sport and Exercise, 39(9), 1464-1473. 2007 by the 
American College of Sports Medicine.  
Subjects in the OC group and those who spontaneously regained their menstrual cycle 
increased in whole-body BMC and spinal BMD by about 1% per year, whereas the subjects who 
remained oligo/amenorrheic had no change in BMD or BMC. These results are summarized in 
Figure 8. In contrast to previous studies, Cobb et al. 2007 did not find that OC use had a 
detrimental affect on BMD in eumenorrheic runners 24. This study illuminated that oral 
contraceptives may be a practical suggestion for collegiate distance runners experiencing 
menstrual irregularity to increase their BMD and may decrease the risk of SF. Although Cobb et 
al., 2007 found that OC may increase BMD by regulating the menstrual cycle, Chen et al. 2013 
discusses the contradictory findings of OC on BMD 20, 24. This is a topic that should be 
researched further to find more information on the effects of OC on BMD.  
Effect of Prior Ball Sport Participation on Risk of Stress Fracture  
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Prior sport participation is a factor speculated to have an influence on BMD and 
subsequent SF based on the remodeling of bone following mechanical loading 27,30,99. Fehling et 
al. 1995 examined the difference in BMD among female athletes in impact loading (volleyball 
and gymnastics) and active loading sports (swimming) 32. Results demonstrated that athletes 
participating in impact loading had increased BMD compared to the active loading sports 32. 
Although this study did not look at distance runners, researcher has suggested that distance 
runners have lower BMD compared to sports with higher impacts, which presents an important 
factor when assessing risk for SF among distance runners 42.  
  Fredericson et al. 2005 hypothesized that participation in ball sports as an adolescent 
athlete may prevent SF in runners later in life 35. This study surveyed elite track athletes to find 
out about running history, age when they sustained SF, and age when they played a ball sport. 
Basketball and soccer are two sports that have been shown by Milgrom et al. 2000 and Calbet et 
al. 2001 to induce higher peak strains, but at relatively lower volume compared to running, 
which may stimulate an increase in BMD 17, 70. Subjects for this study were 156 female and 118 
male track distance runners who competed in the 800 meters or greater.  
 
Table 18. History of ball sport participation among elite competitive male and female runners 
and occurrence of stress fracture. Adapted from Effects of Ball Sports on Future Risk of Stress 
Fracture in Runners. By Fredericson, Ngo, & Cobb, 2005, Clinical Journal of Sports Medicine, 
15(3), 136-141. 2005 by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.  
Eighty-three percent of men and women who never sustained a SF had reported playing 
soccer or basketball for at least 6 months during childhood compared to 68% who had sustained 
a SF 36. Table 18 demonstrates significant results, as depicted by the highlighted portions, for 
men and women separately. For female runners the questionnaire asked about menstrual 
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regularity and age of menarche. It was seen that a substantial amount of females reported current 
or past irregular menstrual cycles 36.  Female runners who had sustained a SF had also reported 
menstrual irregularities more than those who did not sustain a SF 36. This finding is supported by 
other studies indicating a link to menstrual irregularity and increased risk of SF 22. It was found 
that the protective effect of playing soccer or basketball during adolescence was less pronounced 
in women experiencing menstrual irregularity 36. Women experiencing regular menstruation 
showed an increased protective effect of playing soccer or basketball during adolescence 
compared to women experiencing menstrual irregularity 36. The higher percentage of runners 
who played soccer or basketball during adolescence and did not sustain a SF, compared to those 
who did not play soccer or basketball and did sustain a SF, suggests there is a protective 
mechanism 36. The loading placed on the musculoskeletal system during these sports may 
stimulate bone mineral acquisition 27. Frederickson et al. 2005 provide a potential assessment for 
collegiate distance runners who may be more protected against SF if they participated in ball 
sports during adolescence compared to those who did not 36.  
Influence of Sleep Deprivation on Risk of Stress Fracture 
 Sleep deprivation is common among college students and research has shown it can have 
adverse health effects on metabolic and endocrine functions 98. Spiegel et al. 1999 found that in a 
cohort of young men sleeping 4 hours a night, cortisol concentrations were raised in the 
afternoon and early evening compared to a group receiving an adequate amount of sleep 100. 
Based on a report by Weinstein et al. 1998 demonstrating that glucocorticoid administration 
decreases bone formation rate and bone mineral density in mice, there is evidence that suggests a 
potential decrease in BMD may occur by elevated cortisol levels caused by sleep deprivation 112. 
To further investigate this relationship, Specker et al. 2007 conducted a cross-sectional analysis 
of sleep and bone data on over 1,000 individuals 99. Nineteen percent of these individuals were 
classified as sleep deprived. It was found that the women who were sleep deprived had 
significantly lower cortical volumetric BMD compared to the women who received adequate 
sleep. Women who were sleep deprived also showed a significantly lower bone area at the 
proximal hip compared to the women who were not. Men who were sleep deprived had 
significantly lower polar stress strain index, an estimate of torsional bending strength, compared 
to men who were not sleep deprived. The results from Specker et al. 2007 suggest there is a 
relationship between sleep deprivation and certain measurements of BMD and bone strength 99. 
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These findings indicate an important consideration for collegiate distance runners who may be 
sleep deprived and jeopardizing their BMD and bone strength and increasing their risk of SF.  
Similar to Specker et al. 2007, Ben-Sasson et al. 1994 examined the effect of sleep 
deprivation on infantry recruits’ bone metabolism 6. This study specifically investigated bone 
metabolites, calcium and hydroxyproline urine excretions, which indicate increased bone 
resorption and may have an effect on BMD 6. Recruits were divided into three groups, those who 
were sleep deprived for 63 hours, those who slept in a vertical position for 6 hours for three 
consecutive nights, and those who slept horizontally for 6 hours for three consecutive nights. The 
sleep deprivation group showed a 170% increase in bone resorption markers, indicating a high 
bone turn over rate. As previous studies have shown, high bone resorption markers have been 
associated with a decrease in BMD 65, 89. The group with inadequate sleep, sleeping in a vertical 
position for three consecutive nights, demonstrated a 68% increase in bone resorption markers. 
Compared to the sleep deprived group and the inadequate sleep group, the adequate sleep group, 
6 hours of horizontal sleep for three consecutive nights, had no increase in bone resorption 
markers. Upon further analysis, it was found that 40% of both groups were “responders” with 
altered bone metabolites in response to inadequate sleep, whereas 60% were “non-responders” 
with no changes in bone metabolites. A comparison between the responders’ and non 
responders’ BMD revealed that the responders had a significantly lower BMD than the 
nonresponders. These results suggest that sleep deprivation may increase bone resorption 
markers and may have a negative effect on BMD that could potentially increase the risk of SF.  
Swanson et al. 2017 investigated the effect of sleep restriction and circadian disruption on 
bone turnover markers 101. Ten healthy men underwent a sleep intervention that began with a 
period of sleep satiation followed by a period of forced desynchrony in which the sleep-wake 
cycle is desynchronized from the internal circadian cycle. This period of desynchrony was 
accompanied by sleep restriction in which subjects were only allowed 5.6 hours of sleep per 
night over a three week interval. Younger men demonstrated higher bone turnover rates 
compared to the older men, which is consistent with studies that have observed higher rates of 
bone remodeling at this age due to peak bone mass consolidation 101. The results, summarized in 
Figure 9, revealed that post intervention, P1NP, a bone formation marker, was significantly 
lower compared to baseline.  
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Figure 9. Changes in bone formation marker P1NP at baseline and after sleep restriction and 
circadian disruption. Adapted from Bone Turnover Markers After Sleep Restriction and 
Circadian Disruption: A Mechanism for Sleep-Related Bone Loss in Humans, 2017, Journal of 
Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism, 102(10), 3722,3730. 2017 by Endocrine Society.  
Swanson et al. 2017 suggest that sleep restriction and circadian disruption may create a 
window of bone loss due to the decrease in bone formation marker, P1NP 101. This results is an 
important consideration for collegiate distance runners who are at the age of peak bone mass 
consolidation and may not be receiving adequate sleep 100, 101. Collegiate distance runners may 
experience a decrease in bone formation marker, P1NP, with sleep deprivation, creating a 
potential window of bone loss and increasing their risk of SF 100, 101.  
Resistance Training May Increase Bone Mineral Density in Distance Runners 
Research has shown several factors that may decrease BMD and increase the risk of SF 
in collegiate distance runners. Research has also shown that physical activity in different forms is 
an important contribution to the accrual of bone mass 43, 45. Heinrich et al. 1989 illuminated the 
differences between the BMD and BMC of different forms of physical activity and demonstrated 
the form with the highest bone mass accrual 44. Results from this study demonstrate that while 
collegiate distance runners engage in physical activity that has been shown to increase BMD and 
BMC, there are other forms of physical activity that increase BMD and BMC to a greater extent 
and serve as a protective mechanism against low BMD and BMC 44. Figure 1 displays the results 
of Heinrich et al.’s 1989 study examining the BMC of cyclically menstruating female resistance 
and endurance trained athletes. This figure shows that the body builders, or resistance trained 
athletes, have the highest BMD at the lumbar spine, suggesting that lifting weights can stimulate 
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greater bone mass accrual compared to athletes who only engage in endurance training, such as 
collegiate distance runners. These results suggest that resistance training may be an important 
consideration for collegiate distance runners when assessing training 44.  
 
Figure 10. Lumbar vertebrae bone mineral content in athletes and controls. Adapted from Bone 
mineral content of cyclically menstruating female resistance and endurance trained athletes. By 
Heinrich, Going, Pamenter, Perry, Boyden, & Lohman, 1989, Medicine and Science in Sports 
and Exercise, 22(5), 558-563. 1990 by the American College of Sports Medicine.  
Heinrich et al. 1989 demonstrated in Figure 10 that resistance trained athletes have 
significantly higher BMD compared to their endurance trained counterparts, including collegiate 
runners 44. Fehling et al. 1995 demonstrated that athletes participating in high impact sports, such 
as volleyball and gymnastics, had higher BMD compared to athletes in sports that were 
considered active loading, such as swimming 33. The protective effect of these higher impacts in 
other sports can be seen in the results of Frederickson et al.’s 2005 study showing that runners 
who had participated in a ball sport during adolescence had a decreased incidence rate of SF 36. 
Lanyon et al. 1984 suggest a greater osteogenic effect in activities that elicit high impact forces 
by demonstrating that higher strains placed on bone result in proportional increases in bone area 
60.  
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Morris et al. 1997 conducted a study examining the effects of a weight-bearing, strength 
building exercise program on lean mass, strength, and bone mineral response in premenarcheal 
girls 75. At completion of the exercise program, the exercise group had gained significantly 
greater BMD at several sites compared to the control subjects who did not participate in the 
exercise program. Bone mineral content was also greater at several sites in the exercise group 
compared to the control group. These results provide important suggestions for collegiate 
distance runners, and even high school distance runners interested in participating in collegiate 
distance running 75. A weight bearing, strength building exercise program may increase the BMD 
and BMC in collegiate athletes, which may protect them against the risk of SF 75.  
Similar to Morris et al. 1997, Mosti et al. 2014 examined the effects of maximal strength 
training on BMD in young adult women 76. This study, in addition to observing changes in 
BMD, also observed changes in bone turn over markers, type 1 collagen amino terminal 
propeptide (P1NP) and type 1 collagen C breakdown products (CTX) 76. The maximal strength 
training (MST) protocol consisted of a progression of a squat exercise, leading up to 4 sets of 3 
to 5 repetitions of 85% to 90% of the subject’s 1 repetition max (1RM). Following the 12 weeks 
MST, the exercise group had significantly increased BMD and BMC at the lumbar spine, 
intertrochanteric hip, and total hip compared to the control group. The bone formation marker, 
P1NP, was significantly increased in the exercise group compared to the control group. Mosti et 
al. 2014 demonstrated an effective intervention to increase BMD and BMC at sites in the spine 
and hip, as well as an increase in serum levels of the bone formation marker, P1NP 76. As 
previous studies have shown, low BMD in runners can increase their risk for SF 78. These results 
suggest an important training intervention for collegiate distance runners to minimize the risk of 
SF and maximize training time.  
Influence of Footwear on Risk of Stress Fracture 
Footwear may have an influence on risk of stress fractures in distance runners. It is 
suggested that biomechanical alterations can occur when running in a minimalist shoe compared 
to running in a neutral shoe 12,14. Bergstra et al. 2014 associated minimalist footwear with an 
increase in forefoot plantar pressure and Firminger et al. 2017 associated this footwear with an 
increase in ankle and metatarsophalangeal joint movements 13, 32. Bonacci et al. 2013 associated 
minimalist footwear with a decrease in stride length, which Edwards et al. 2009  showed to have 
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a relationship with an increase in shock attenuation and decrease in loading rates at certain lower 
extremity sites 15, 30.  
Firminger et al. 2017 studied the effect of footwear and stride length on metatarsal strains 
and risk of SF 32. Subjects of this study ran overground on a 23-meter runway where a motion 
capture system recorded markers placed on the foot and ankle. Pedar-X pressure-sensing insole, 
inserted into the shoe, was used to record plantar pressure. Subjects performed ten trials for each 
condition. The conditions were traditional shoe at preferred stride length (PSL), traditional shoe 
at 90% PSL, minimalist shoe at PSL, and minimalist shoe at 90% PSL.  
 
Figure 11. Probability of failure of second metatarsal for traditional shoe, minimalist shoe, 
preferred stride length, and 90% of preferred stride length over cumulative running distance. 
Adapted from Effects of footwear and stride length on metatarsal strains and failure in running. 
By Firminger, Fung, Loundagin, & Edwards, 2017, Clinical Biomechanics, 49, 8-15. 2017 by 
Elsevier Ltd.  
Figure 11 illustrates an increase in strain in all metatarsals when subjects ran in the 
minimalist shoes compared to the traditional shoes. The probability of failure (SF) increased 
among the second, third, and fourth metatarsals. Running at 90% PSL demonstrated a decrease 
in strain in the fourth metatarsal, yet no change was seen for overall probability of failure. 
Firminger et al. 2017 suggest that running in a minimalist shoe compared to a traditional shoe 
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may increase the likelihood of a metatarsal SF 32. Based on incidence rate reports, metatarsal SF 
is a common site of SF and can be decreased by training in a traditional shoe 10, 35. Results from 
this study provide suggestions for collegiate distance runners who may think that running in a 
minimalist shoe will increase their performance, when it may increase their risk of metatarsal SF.  
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Practical Recommendations for Collegiate Distance Runners Based on the 
Literature 
Incidence reports have demonstrated that collegiate distance runners sustain stress 
fractures at a higher rate compared to other collegiate sports9,31,81. These high incidence rates 
indicate an importance to identify and mitigate risk factors associated with SF in order to 
decrease the risk in collegiate distance runners. The literature has demonstrated the multifaceted 
nature of SF with risk factors including biomechanical properties, training parameters, biological 
factors, psychological factors, and environmental influences. Researchers examining the effects 
of these risk factors on SF suggest that an increase in these risk factors may increase the risk of 
SF in athletic populations. While this paper has focused on specific recommendations for 
collegiate distance runners, it is important to note the pathology of a SF is cumulative in nature. 
This indicates that some of these risk factors may occur during adolescence. For this reason, it is 
important to assess the risk factors for SF in distance runners prior to the commencement of their 
collegiate training. Figure 12 summarizes the risk factors that contribute to the risk of SF, based 
on findings in the literature.  
 
 
Stress 
Fracture Risk 
Factors
Biological
Psychological
EnvironmentalTraining
Biomechanical
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Figure 12. Visual representation of risk factors contributing to stress fracture in collegiate 
distance runners. Adapted from How to manage patellofemoral pain – Understanding the 
multifactorial nature and treatment options. By Lack, Neal, De Oliveira Silva, Barton, 2018, 
Physical Therapy in Sport, 32, 155-166. 2018 by Elsevier Ltd.  
 
Recommendations: Biomechanical Risk Factors 
 Visual feedback from accelerometer 24  
o Accelerometer displays line at 50% of tibial shock on a monitor in front of the 
runner, which runner attempts to keep their tibial shock below the line 
 Modest step rate increase (7.5%) 112  
o Accelerometer displays cadence, runner increases cadence (step rate) by 7.5% and 
monitors this using the feedback from the accelerometer 
 Sound intensity monitoring 102  
o iPad displays decibel level of impact, runner keeps decibel level below certain 
threshold by using the visual feedback displayed on iPad 
Recommendations: Biological Risk Factors 
 Adequate energy availability 105 
o Energy input meets energy output 
o Maintain regular menstrual cycle 
 Oral contraceptives 24 
 Controversial topic that needs further investigation 20 
 Maintain sufficient vitamin D level (>75 nmol) 3, 94 
o 2200 IU/day until 75 nmol reached 
o Maintain sufficient level with 400 IU/day 
 Maintain adequate calcium consumption 42, 97 
o 800 mg of calcium 
Recommendations: Environmental Risk Factors 
 Increase bone mineral density 
o Adequate sleep to maintain proper bone metabolism 6, 31, 100 
o Resistance training 74, 75 
 High strain on bone may have greater osteogenic effect 60 
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o Other sport participation (e.g. soccer, basketball) during adolescence 36, 106 
 Adolescence important bone mineral accrual period 
 Proper footwear 13, 15, 32 
o Use minimalist shoe in moderation (e.g. intervals, races) 
o Use traditional shoe during training runs 
Recommendations: Training Load 
 Acute:chronic workload between 0.8 and 1.3 37, 38, 48, 49 
o Monitor training volume and training intensity using running logs and RPE scale  
 
Conclusion  
The literature has given evidence to suggest collegiate distance runners are at a high risk 
of SF, which can take significant time away from training and competing. Research has also 
demonstrated the cumulative and multifaceted nature of these injuries that can affect bone 
mineral density and loading characteristics. It is important to know each individual distance 
runner’s risk factors through assessment prior to the commencement of training. Following this 
assessment, it is then important to properly manage each individual’s risk factors. Figure 13 
describes the practical suggestions for collegiate distance runners and coaches of these athletes to 
take into consideration when assessing the risk of SF.  
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Figure 13. Visual representation of possible interventions and assessments to decrease risk of 
stress fracture in collegiate distance runners. Adapted from How to manage patellofemoral pain – 
Understanding the multifactorial nature and treatment options. By Lack, Neal, De Oliveira Silva, 
Barton, 2018, Physical Therapy in Sport, 32, 155-166. 2018 by Elsevier Ltd.  
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